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linacclion Sunnnaty: This inspection report documents routine and reactive inspections
conducted during day shift and backshift hours of station activities including: plant operations;
radie. tion protection; maintenance and surveillance; engineering and technical support; emergency
preparedness; security; and safety assessment / quality verification.

Relutts: Overall, GPUN conducted outage activities in a safe manner. One noncited violation
involved the exceeding of overtime limits for one operator; another noncited violation involved
the making of late reports. An unresolved item involved the reporting of main steam isolation
valve leak rates. Three previously opened items were closed. An executive summary follows.
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EX ECUTIVE SUMMARY
! Oyster Creek Nuclear Generating Station

Report No. 91 17

Plant Oncration

Overall, OpUN conducted and controlled outage activities in a safe nanner, in response to the
loss of both diesel generators event, daily evaluation of plant vital functions by the Plant ,

Operation Department was conducted. The actions taken to invol'.e operations management more -!
closely with outage activities in preparation for returning the unit to service was a positive

'

initiative.

Radlelegical Contreb
i

No notable observations were made.

MaintentmcclSutycillimrc

The NRC identined that workers had damaged safety related valv s when they used a metale

hammer to free a section of pipe in the isolation condenser drain l'oe. This was an example of
weak supervision. GPUN testing of the emergency diesel f enerators demonstrated their
capn.bility to carry safety related loads during an emergency with a loss of offsite power. While
weak supervision remains a ecncern, overall, maintenance and surveillance activities continue
to be perfoimed adequately,

,

! Engineering and Technical Summtt
i

GPUN evaluaticn and corrective actions associated with corrosion of emergency service water J

intake piping and containment spray system nozzle clogging ensured system reliability and
demonstrated an appropriate safety approach.- |

;

L Physical Security
|

Na significant observations were made.

Safety Assessment and Qualhy Verification
t

!

Evaluation of core spray concerns adequately addressed system operability: hoivever, no manent ,

resolutions to minimum flow line capacity and minimum Dow valve reliability have not been
formulated. The root cause standard was still in the early stages of implenentation and was
considered a positive initiative. Observation team implementation was limited to the area of
radiological controls and was not systematic. No other specinc initiatives, including plan for

l' excellence initiatives, were identified addressing the weak supervision identined by the diagnostic
team evaluation. The late submittals of two reports required by plant technical specifications and
10 CFR 50.72 appeared to be isolated occurrences, with adequate corrective actions taken to,

| prevent reoccurrence.
!
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LTfAILS

1.0 OPEltATIONS (71707,93702)

1.1 Operations Summary

The plant remained shutdown for the entire insivction period.

1.2 Control lloom Tours

The inspectors conducted routine tours of the control mom. The inspectors reviewed:

* Control Room Operator's and Shift Supervisor's Turnover Check 1.ists;
* Control Room Operator's and Graup Shift Supervisor's legs;
* Equiptrent Control legs;

Operational Memos and Directives;*

* Reactor fluilding and Turbine lluilding Tour Sheets;
* Standing Orders; and,
* Technical Specification leg.

No significant observations were made.

1.3 Fnellity Tours

The inspectors conducted routine plant tours to assess equipment conditions, personnel safety
hazards, procedural adherence and compliance with regulatory requirements. Tne following
areas were inspected:

* Cable Spreading Room Condenser llay*

* Diesel Generator fluilding * Drywell
* New Radwaste lluilding * Old Radwaste lluilding

| * Reactor Building * Turbine Building
* Vital Switchgear Rooms e intake area

The following additional items were observed or verified on a sample basis:

a. 1 ire Protection:
1

Randomly selected fire extinguishers were accessible and inspected on schedule.*

Fire doors were unobstructed and in their proper position.| *

Ignition sources and combustible ma:erials were controlled by the licensee's approved*

procedures.
Appropriate fire watches or fire patrols were stationed when fire*

protection / detection equipment was out of service.

..__ _ _ __. __ _ ___
_
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b. Equipment Control:

Temporary variations and switching and tagging summaries accurately reflected plant*

conditions.

c. Vital Instrumentation:

* Selected instruments appeared functional and demonstrated parameters within Technical
Specification Limiting Cor.ditions for Operation.

d. llousekeeping:

Plant housekeeping and cleanliness were as directed by licensee programs.*

At the end of the inspection period NitC irispectors observed that appropriate management
attention was applied to plant housekeeping to support plant startup.

1.'4 Control lloom Operator Exceeding Overtime 1.imit

On June 5,1991, the licensee initiated a deviation report to address a control room operator
exceeding an overtime limit. On Saturday, June 1,1991, this operator was called in to perform
overtime work for the 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. shift. The group shift supervisor (GSS)
incorrectly assessed the operater's eligibility for overtime.

The phmt technical specifications require that working hours of staff who perform safety-related
functions not exceed 72 hours worked in a 7 day period. The technical specifications also
require that any deviation from this guideline be authorized by licensee management.

The licensee indicated that the overtime log was maintained by operations support personnel, who
due to a recent staffing change, were no longer available during weekends. The GSS, before
deciding to call the operator for overtime duty, did not consult the previous week's overtime log h

to determine eligibility. Since the day in consideration was a Saturday, some of the previous
seven days' work was documented in the previous week's overtime log. Not considering the
previous week's work caused the GSS to incorrectly conclude that the operator was eligible for
overtime.

The licensee concluded that the root cause was personnel error. The supervisor was counselled
on overtime requirements and eligibility. To help supervisors keep track of overtime hours, a
running total of the number of shifts worked was added to the weekly overtime log. In addition,
operations management planned to distribute a memo to clarify under what conditions a

|
supervisor can change overtime eligibility for shift personnel.

|

|
,
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The licensee indicated that control room operators worked an average of 56 hours weekly during
the current refueling outage. Given the large scope of outage work and that the licensee
generally maintained a nye operator shift crew, this number was not considered excessive. The
licensee concluded this event was isolated.

This is a violation of phnt technical specincation requirements; however, safe plant operation
was not affected and this violation of an administrative requirement is not considered reportable
per the guidance in NUREG 1022, Supplement 1. The inspector concluded the incident was
licensec identined, of low safety significance, the licensee's corrective actions appear adequate
and, given the isolated nature of this incident, the criteria of V.G.I. of 10 CPR 2, Appendix C
for a noncited violation are satis 0ed. This violation is not being cited.

1.5 Oyster Creek Vital Functions While Shut Down

NRC inspectors reviewed GPUN's initiative to evaluate plant vital functions on a daily basis.
Operation management identified critical functions, including core cooling, inventory, and
electrical power, how those functions were provided, and contingency plans in the event that
those functions were lost. This initiative was taken in response to the loss of emergency diesel
generator on March 9,1991, leaving the site with no emergency power. NRC inspectors
concluc ) that this was a positive initiative, and provided management review of safety functions
during outage conditions.

2.0 RADIOLOGICAL CONTROLS (71707)

During entry to and exit from the RCA, the inspectors verined that proper warning signs were
posted, personnel entering were wearing proper dosimetry, personnel and materials leaving were
properly monitored for radioactive contamination, and monitoring instruments were functional
and in calibration. Posted extended Radiation Work permits (RWPs) and survey status boards
were reviewed on a sample basis to verify that they were current. The inspector observed
activities in the RCA and verified that personnel were complying with the requirements of
applicable RWPs and that workers were aware of the radiological conditions in the work area,

3.0 M AINTENANCE/SURVElLLANCE (62703,61726)

3.1 Isolation Condenser Drain Line Reinstallation

On May 23,1991, the NRC inspector questioned the use of a metal hammer to break a weld for
isolation condenser drain valves V-14 23 and V 14-24 Upon drain line assembly, GPUN
determined that the valve bodies needed to be rotated because ofinterference with a ventilation

i
duct. The isolation condenser pipe replacement was contracted to General Electric (GE) with
Catalytic providing support to GE.

,

!

!
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The assembly was being worked on in a pipe clamp on the 75 foot elevation of the reactor
building. Three workers were grinding out the socket weld of an elbow to free the section of
pipe that contained the two valves. The NRC inspector saw the workers use a metal hammer
trying to break the we!d after grinding. The NRC inspector questioned the weld supervisor on
the activities of the workers and the use of a metal hammer to free the section of pipe. The weld
supervisor said a metal hammer was not acceptable. Ily the time the supervisor went to stop the
workers, the section of pipe had already been removed from the elbow.

The valve bodies and pipe section were inspected by the weld supervisor and a quality control
(QC) inspector. The valve bodies and pipe section were also examined by tbc NRC inspector.
There was visual evidence of damage to the valve bodies and pipe section. The QC inspector
placed a hold tag on the damaged pipe section and valves.

Work on the drain valves was stopped, the involved workers were removed from the job site,
und a nonconformance report (NCR) was prepared documenting the damage. A critique was
conducted to review the event.

The critique was conducted appropriately. During the critique the workers did not provide a
,

reason why they were using a metal hammer to break the weld. All three recognized, at the
critique, that using a metal hammer was not appropriate without using something to buffer the
valve bodies to prevent damage. The workers did not realire at the time of the event . hat they
were damaging the valve bodies when using the metal hammer. The facts presented at the
critique were representative of the events as they occurred.

.

GPUN has replaced the damaged valves and pipe. The work the three workers had previously
done was reviewed and found acceptable. The involved workers were counselled and then
allowed to return to the job site.

The NRC inspector observed the critique and reviewed the licensee's corrective actions. GPUN
performed appropriate evaluation of valve damage and implemented adequate corre-tive actions.
The workers recognized that the method they used was not acceptable. The review of the
involved workers past work activities did not identify any other concerns. The NRC inspector
concluded this event is an example of weak supervision.

3.2 Reactor Water Cleanup Valve Nest Access Cover Installation

On June 10,1991, the NRC inspector observed installation of the access cover over the hole cut
in the 75 fest elevation of the reactor building. The hole was cut to allow access to the reactor
water cleanup (RWCU) system valve nest for maintenance during the 13R outage. The NRC
inspector reviewed job order number 30595. The NRC inspector noted quality assurance and
radiological control involvement during performance of the work. The proper approvals were
obtained before starting the work. All data required by the job package were recorded. No
discrepancies were identified.

|

|

L

1
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3.3 Concrete lleam Structural liepair

On June 13, 1991, the NRC inspector observed the preparations to repair an area of spalled
concrete in a beam located on the 75 foot elevation of the reactor building. The work was being
done using job order number 31814. The defect was documented in material nonconformance
report (hiNCR) number 910185.

The area requiring repair was between 12 and 18 inctics wide by about 41/2 inches deep and
ran the full width of the beam, about 3 feet. The defect was midspan between two concrete
support columns. As part of the repair, the first layer of rebar was exposed to provide a strong
interface between the repaired area and the remainder of the bearn. The exposed rebar was in
good condition. The cause of the spalling was debris left in the concrete when the construction
joint was made. To repair the area GPUN used a quick setting concrete patch, hiaster Flow 928
grout, which has a higher strength than the surrounding concrete. The inspector reviewed the
job order and htNCR No discrepancies were noted.

3.4 Reactor Pressure Wssel llydrostntic Test

GPUN conducted a reactor pressure vessel (RpV) hydrostatic test starting June 2,1991. The
test was done using procedure 602.4.007, revision 14, "AShiE RPV liydrostatic Test." The
NRC inspector observed the final test preparations, portions of the reactor coolant heatup, and
the final filling and venting of the test boundary.

Procedure prerequisites, precautions, and test equipment temporary variations were reviewed by
the inspector. The required approvals were obtained before starting the test . To be sure the
procedure was adequr'.ely controlled, a senior licensed operator was assigned responsibility to
direct the hydrostatic test. The inspector noted quality assurance and operations management
involvement during the test.

The main body of the procedure (section 6) stated that reactor coolant heatup and safety valve
gagging should be donc after filling and venting the test boundary; however, the plant heat up
and safety valve gagging were done before completion of filling and venting and were actually
performed prior to the start of the test. The NRC inspector determined, based on review of the
procedure and discussions with the group shift supervisor (GSS) and plant engineering personnel,
that the intent of the procedure was met. However, the procedure was weak in not clearly
defining the acceptable sequences for plant heatup, gagging the safety valves, and completing
filling and venting of the test boundary. The NRC inspector had no further questions.

| 3.5 Loss of Power Test
|

The inspector observed performance of Procedure 636.2.001, Rev. 22, " Diesel Generator
i

Automatic Actuation Test," from the control room. The two emergency diesel generators at
Oyster Creek are rated at 2500 kw each. During this test, electrical power was removed from

L
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station 4160V buses (one train at a time) and a LOCA signal initiated. The plant resjonse was ,

monitored, including the automatic start of the associated emergency diesel and loading of the
safety related equipment. This test was done at night to permit verincation of plant lighting.

The inspector verined that a controlled copy of the procedure was being used and that involved
test personnel were properly briefed by the responsible senior reactor operator (SRO). The
inspector verified by sampling that test prerequisites were met. During the test, although some
discrepancies were noted, the overall system and equipment response was acceptable. The diesel
generators maintained stable voltage, load and frequency, and peak load values were within the
acceptance criteria.

During the recovery phase, the inspector noted that the core spray pumps were secured out of
sequence before the core spray test return valve was closed and also before the diesel generator
was secured. The No. I diesel generator parameters were not recorded at a maximum steady
state load as required by the procedure. This resulted in some inaccuracy in the documentation
of No. I diesel parameters. The inspector discussed this discrepancy with the resimnsible SRO
and operations management. Operations has written a memo to their personnel reinforcing the
importance of following procedure steps in sequence. The inspector concluded that this deviation
from the procedure sequence did not affect the overall acceptability of the test results and the
licensee's corrective action was adequate.

Subsequent review of the test results by the licensee indicated that diesel loading sequence timing
was not met in four cases, and that about 10 molded case circuit breakers (nonessential loads)
did not trip on undervoltage (UV) Also, the containment spray pump motor 13 breaker was
erroneously placed in an open position such that its undervoltage trip function could not be
verified. The sequence timer drift did not cause simultaneous loading of multiple loads. The
licensee indicated that the sequence timers were adjusted within the acceptable range and the
discrepant breakers were either separately tested or left in a tripped condition, The containment
spray pump motor 11 breaker was also separately tested to ensure it performed as required.

inspection Report 50-219/89-07 documented NRC observations of the loss of power test
performed during the 12R refueling outage. This report indicated that the licensee intended to
revise the test procedure to include tripping of the molded case circuit tireakers (nonessential
loads) in the acceptance criteria. Further, the root causes of a large number of the molded case

,

: circuit breakers not tripping was evaluated. The licensee determined that molded case circuit

| breaker performance and UV function would be improved by performing preventive maintenance
every 12 months vice every three years.

Diesel operat.ing procedure No. 341, revision 30, included guidance on diesel loading sequence,
_ load rating, and actions to be taken in case load approaches the short term ratings for both loss|

|
of power and loss of power with LOCA conditions. Ilased on discussions with ti.e licensee and
a review of the procedures, the inspector concluded that although tripping of the molded caset

circuit breakers was not speciGcally addressed in the procedure as an acceptance criterion, the
procedure provided adequate guidance to a knowledgeable individual as to the requireJ status and
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post trip position of the breakers. W4th the core spray pec.p initiation logic modined during the
current outage, the concern for diesel overloading due to nonessential breakers not tripping was
minimized. This modincation will prevent a second booster pump on the same diesel to come
on line if one booster pump was already running, thus allowing for additional loads to be added
to the diesel without overloading the engines.

The inspector concluded that the diesels met the test acceptance criteria, that the procedure was
adequate and that test discrepancies were adequately addressed by the licensee.

3.6 Core Spray System i Pump Operability Test

On June 22, 1991, NRC inspectors observed surveillance test 610.4.002, revision 23 " Core
Spray Pump Operability Testing" for Core Spray System 1. Inspectors verified that the current
revision of the procedure was used, that shift supervision approval was obtained prior to starting
the test, and that test acceptance criteria were satisfied. Inspectors observed startup of the core
spray main pump and shift of the core spray booster pumps, including operation of the system
on minimum flow. No unacceptable conditions were identified.

4.0 ENGINEERING AND TECilNICAI, SUPPORT (71707,40500)
>

4.1 Manual llend Vent Yalve Imtallation

, As part of the reactor pressure vessel hydrostatic test, the outboard reactor head vent valve, V.
l 25-22, was closed as the test boundary. The inboard head vent valve, V-25-21, was opened.

During the hydrostatic test GPUN identined that V-25-22 was leaking about 11 gpm past its seat
with a differential pressure of about 800 psi. To isolate the leakage from the reactor vessel to
the drywell equipment drain tank (DWEDT) during the hydrostatic test, V-25-21 was closed.

Based on the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR), the head vent valves perform no

| specific safety function other than maintaining the reactor pressure boundary. During power
I operations, the head vent valves remain closed with the power removed from the control circuits,
l When the reactor has been put in cold shutdown, the head vents provide a vessel vent path to

the drywell. The valves were designed and installed so that reactor pressure would help keep
the valves closed. Both V-25-21 and V-25-22 are solenoid operated valves manufactured by
VALCOR, model number AC V526-6770 2. With both V-25 21 and V-25 22 closed there was
essentially no leakage past the valves to the DWEDT.

To be sure unnecessary leakage past the head vent valves does not collect in the DWEDT, GPUN
|

has installed a manual valve downstream of V-25 22. This was done to climinate head vent
valve leatage as an identined leakage source. The valve has been located near the DWEDT on

,

| the 13 foot elevation of the drywell. Modi 0 cation OC-MM 402953-009 was used to control
installation of manual valve V-'22-767. Safety evaluation 402953-010 was prepared to support

| installation of the manual valve downstream of V-25-22.
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During the NIRC inspector's review of the safety evaluation, the inspector questioned the
assumption that V-25 22 would be able to serve as part of the reactor coolant pressure boundary
t>ased on its performance during the reactor coolant system hydrostatic test. The NitC inspector
discussed the question with plant engineering and technical functions personnel. The assumption
that V 25-22 was acceptable as the reactor coolant pressure boundary (ItCPil) was based on ;

information contained in ANSI /ANS 52.1 1983, " Nuclear Safety Criteria for the Design of
Stationary Boiling Water Itcactor Plants." The safety evaluation adequately addressed the
necessary technical concerns. The modification clearly identified the changes to be made.

The NitC inspector reviewed ANSI /ANS 52.1-1983. Using ANSI /ANS 52.1, V-25 22 was
classified as safety class 1 (SC-1) and the downstream piping was classified as non nuclear safety
(NNS). Acceptable interface controls between SC-1 and NNS, according to ANSI /ANS 52.1,
include two passive flow restricting devices, two administratively closed valves or a combination
of both GPUN concluded the leakage past V-25-22 was such, even with V-25 21 open, that the
valve would effectively function as a passive flow restricting device. With V-25-21,

administratively closed and V-25 22 acting as a flow restricting device the guidance in'

ANSI /ANS 52.1-1983 was satisfied. The inspector had no other questions.

1.2 Emergency Servlee Water Piping

The licensee performed emergency service water (ESW) system piping inspection and hydrostatic
test at 275 psi during the outage. This inspection and test revealed degraded piping conditions.
The ESW system provides cooling water to the containment spray heat exchangers and supports
the design function of containment spray system to maintain containment integrity. During
normal operation, the pressures at the pump discharge and the heat exchangers are approximately
150 and 100 psi respectively.

The ESW system consists of two system loops. Each loop has two pumps that take suction from
the intake. System loop No. I pumps are k)cated above the north bay of the intake and system
loop No. 2 pumps are kicated above the south bay. Discharge pipes from the pumps are routed
underneath the intake deck and are at least partially submerged in water. The piping is routed
underground from the intake to the turbine building. Thereafter system No. I and No. 2 pipes
are routed differently through the turbine building, to reach the heat exchangera in the reactor
building. The ESW piping is internally coated with coal tar. The piping at the intake ani

| underground is also externally coated with coal tar, in addition, underground lines are wrappec
I with asbestos material and have a water resistant finish.

During 1985, the licensee found that intake structure piping had internal coating degradation.
Pieces of coal tar coating were found in the heat exchangers which blocked the heat exchanger

| tubes. The licensee determined that intake area piping was subjected to thermal cycling and/or
mechanical damage during maintenance which resulted in coating degradation. As corrective
action, the licensee removed the internal coating from the intake piping. The licensee initiated
an inspection program to monitor the condition of the pipe and the remaining coating during
plant outages.

- _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ __ _
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The ultrasonic (UT) and visual inspection data base collected during the 11R (1986) and 12R
(1989) refueling outages identified external coating degradation in the . .ake which was repaired.
External pitting was also identified in this portion of the piping. N . other pipe repairs were
made. A camera inspection of about 14 to 25 ft of the piping internals, accessible from the
intake, showed the piping was in good condition.

The piping inslection (UT and visual) and hydrostatic testing done during the current 13R outage
revealed further degraded external coating condition and corrosion including holes and reduced
wall thickness in the intake piping. The liccasce performed pipe replacement, threadolet repairs
and weld overlay repairs of the thinned areas. The external coating was also refurbished. A
portion of the removed piping was sent to a laboratory for analysis.

During the outage the licensee also identified blistering of the internal coating of the piping in
the turbine building. The heat exchanger outboard valves on the ESW return lines had internal
corrosion and -were severely degrr.ded. These valves were replaced, in addition, during
hydrostatic testing, various flange leaks, including leaks from the system No. 2 heat exchanger
flange gaskets were detected. These leaks were repaired.

The licensee attributed the intake area pipe degradation to corrosion due to sea water
environment. UT inspection performed on piping in the turbine building showed acceptable wall
thickness, liased on these inspection results, the licensee determined that the blistering of
internal coating did not affect structural integrity and that minimum wall thickness would be
maintained until the next outage. The licensee was formulating an inspection plan for the next
refueling outage,

|

| The inspector concluded that the licensee made the required repairs. Ilased on the results of the
licensee's inspection and a successful hydrostatic test at 275 psig, the system integrity is
maintained. The inspxtor did not have any other concerns.

4.3 Coninimnent Sprny Nozzles

During the containment spray header air test, six of the ten torus spray header nonles were
found completely blocked and corroded. The remaining four nonles were partially blocked.

,

Only one out of 176 nozzles in the drywell spray headers was found bk)cked. This test was done
as part of the 10-year ASME Section XI inservice test program.

| The licensee evaluated the conditions and determined the necessary corrective actions. A safety
| cvaluation was performed to determine and document the safety signincance of the blocked torus

spray _ nozzles. The torus spray nozzles provide cooling to the torus air space, and blocked torus
nonles do not affect torus pool cooling. The evaluation concluded that loss of spray flow to the
torus air space did not degrade design basis accident mitigation. Due to the minimal safety
significance, GPUN concluded the condition was not reportable.

_ _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _. . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . ~.. ___
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The licensee indicated that the torus spray header contains bronze nozzles on carbon steel
nipples. The torus nozzles were found somewhat damp and galvanic corrosion was suspected
to be the cause of nozzle blockage. The torus spray header was flushed. No significant debris
was found. The torus nozzles were replaced and a review to further evaluate galvanic corrosion
was initiated. The licensee found some paper material blocking one drywell spray header nonle.
The other nozzles were found clean and dry. No corrosion was evident in the drywell spray
nozzles. The blocked drywell nozzle had no impact on system operability. The licensee plans
to inspect the nozzles during the next refueling outage.

The inspector concluded that the licensee's response and short term corrective actions were
appropriate and that the safety significance of blocked torus spray nozzles was low. The
inspector had no other questions.

5.0 OllSERVATION OF PilYSICAL SECURITY (71707)

During routine tours, inspectors verified that access controls were in accordance with the Security ,

'

Plan, security posts were properly manned, protected area gates were locked or guarded and that
isolation zones were free of obstructions. Inspectors examined vital area access points to verify
that they were properly locked or guarded and that access control was in accordance with the
Security Plan. No signincant observations were made.

6.0 SAFETY ASSESSMENT / QUALITY ASSURANCE (40500,71707)

6.1 Licensee Event Report Not Submitted

On June 6,1991, the licensee initiated a deviation report documenting that certain local leak rate
test (LLRT) failures did not result in Licensee Event Reports (LER). Failure of an Ll.RT to
meet the plant technical specification acceptance criteria requires an LER. The acceptance
criteria require that the combined leakage rate of all penetrations and isolation valves (type B and
C tests) shall be less than 0.60 of the maximum allowab'e leak rate limit (La) at 35 psig. The
leakage rate of a main steam isolation valve (MSIV) is limited to 5% of the allowable operational
leakage rate (Ltm) at 20 psig by the acceptance criteria.

| Testing of the MSIVs identified that one valve exceeded the 5% criterion. Additional testing
! identified that one of the two reactor building to-torus vacuum breaker lines exceeded the

combined leakage rate criterion. Deviation reports were written documenting these test failures;'

however, while reviewing the second event for an LER, the licensee realized that an LER was
missed on the first event. GPUN evaluated the failure to write an LER and concluded that
failure to understand the technical specification requirements related to LLRT resulted in the
missed LER Plant technical specification, Section 4.5.F, " Acceptance Criteria," was revised
in amendment 132 at the end of the last refueling outage (12R). Section 4.5.F was previously

| entitled " Corrective Action" and not " Acceptance Criteria" and was not considered by the
licensee as a failure to meet plant technical specification requirements. The LLRT engineer

;

wrote a memorandum to various plant personnel involved in making the reportabilityl

i
'
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determination. This memo explained the LLRT acceptance criteria and when an LLRT failure i

was reportable. The licensee is currently determining if additional corrective actions are
neccuary to help 6 eld personnel understand when deviation reports are to be initiated on LLRT
failures so that potential rejortability of the event may be considered This item will remain
umesolved pending completion of the lleensee's determination. (50 219/91 17-01)

'

6.2 Review of Repurt Timeliness

Recently there were two examples when required repo;ts were not n'ade in the time frame
required by plant technical specifications or by 10 CF't 50.72. On March 14,1991 GPUN
issued Special Report No. 91-02. This report was issued after the 30 day period allowed by
technical speci0 cation (TS) 3.12.H. The second late report involved the notification of an offsite
government agency on a potentially contaminated spill that occurred on May 4,1991. GPUN's
public affairs department informed the local police department of the spill as required by station
procedure 126, revision 12, " Procedure for Notification of Station Events." GPUN determined
this notification of an offsite government agency required a 4 hour notincation of the NRC as
required by 10 CFR 50.72(b)(2)(vi). The NRC notification was made on May 6,1991.

The NRC inspector discussed Special Report No. 91-02 with the responsible site licensing
engir.cer, llated on that discussion, the inspector concluded the cause of the late report was a
lack of communications between the station fire protection engineer and site licensing. The
station Gre protection engineer had sent site licensing a draft special report. This report was not
received by site licensing. The report was required to be issued by December 24,1991. On
January 2,1991, the group shift super /isor (GSS) wrote a deviation report (DVR) documenting
that a special report had not been issued on a non-functional fire barrier door that was required
by TS 3.12.E to be repaired within seven days. The fire protection engineer closed out the DVR
and stated that a special report had been issued. At about this time, the Are protection engineer
left GPUN. The new Gre protection engineer was not aware the report had not been issued.
When the DVR was routed to the responsible site licensing engineer he realized the special report

|
had not been issued. The licensing engineer started action to issue the report,

l

Station procedure 126 has requirements for the public affairs department to notify local officials
of events classified as public interest. When water from the condensate storage tank leaked onto
the ground during maintenance, the public affairs department informed the local police
department as required by procedure 126. At the time, no NRC report was seen as required by
public affairs, and therefore the control room was not informed of the notification, A DVR was
issued to document this condition on May 6,1991. The resolution to the DVR was to make the
4 hour- NRC notincation. To correct this condition in ' the interim, procedure 126 was
temporarily chang;d to require an NRC 4 hour notification when public affairs noti 6cs an offsite
government agency. The inspector reviewed station procedure 126 and discussed the occurrence
with public affairs and operations personnel. Subsequent 4 hour NRC notifications have been
properly made.

,
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liased on the NRC inspector's procedure reviews and discussions, GPUN's actions to resolve
both the late special report and the late 4 hour notification, were adequate and timely. They
could not have been prevented as a result of corrective action to a previous violation. These
items however constitute violations of TS 3.12.E and 10 CFR 50.72 respectively. No notice of
violation will be issued based on GPUN's corrective actions and in accordance with 10 CFR 2
Appendix C, paragraph V.O.l.

6.3 Root Cause Analysis

NRC inspectors reviewed Oyster Creek's root cause standard and selected deviation reports to
assess the effectiveness of the root cause analysis. Oyster Creek procedural implementation of
the root cause standard is in development.

At Oyster Creek, the deviation report procedure serves as the controlling proce6te for the
initiation, assignment, and close out of root cause evaluation. Station Procedure 140, " Conduct
of Root Cause Evaluations," is still under development. The root cause stam.& specifies that
a root cause assignment group, consisting of senior department represen' tives, evaluate all
deviation reports and designate the degree of root cause evaluation required. The root cause
standard provides guidelines for the assignment of the root cause category based on the degree
of risk associated with not finding the root cause and the degree of uncertainty as to what the
root cause is. The four categories are defined.

Category A: This is the rnost rigorous process. A team is assigned to pursue the root cause
using analytical techniques such as Kepner-Tregoe, modified Kepner Tregoe, human performance
enhancement system and barrier analysis. This category is characterized by high risk and high
uncertainty in fmding a nx)t cause.

Category B: This is the next most rigorous process. A team leader is assigned to pursue the
root cause using the above listed analytical techniques. This category is characterized by
moderate risk and high uncertainty in finding a root cause or high risk and moderate uncertainty
in finding a root cause.

Category C: A knowledgeable individual is assignut to perform the root cause analysis.
Analytical techniques may be used but are not required. This category is characterized by

- moderate risk and moderate or low uncertainty as to the root cause,
i

Category D: This is the least rigorous and generally will not involve more than one person nor
will it involve a review of data significantly greater than that provided in the deviation report.

' It is characterized by low risk, regardless of the level of uncertainty in determining the root
cause.

L
L
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NRC inspectors reviewed deviation reports 91-314 and 91-405 which were classified as category
D toot cause determinations. Also, NitC inspectors reviewed deviation reports 91212 and 91-
074 which were classined as category C root cause determination. NRC inspectors concluded
the causes identined, the level of analysie applied and the actions to address the causes were .

consistent with the root cause standards.

|
Deviation report 91-307 was reviewed by the NitC inspectors. This deviation was assigned a ;

category A root cause determination. The level of effort applied for this deviation was a !

disposition to a material nonconformance report. No other level of root cause analysis was
applied. The NRC inspector concluded that this effort was not consistent with that required by 1

the root cause standard. This nonimplementation of the root cause standard was discussed with
the safety review manager. The deviation report was reviewed again by the root cause
assignment group, and was reclassined to a level C. The level of effort performed was
consistent with that required by level C root cause determination.

The deviation report documenting the failure of No. 2 cmcrgency diesel generator during
_

surveillance testing on March 9,1991, was reviewed by the NRC inspectors. Deviation report
91-210 was assigned category A root cause determination. NRC inspectors reviewed the
documentation associated with the root cause analysis. For this event, a modified Kepner Tregoe
approach was used. Also, the independent onsite safety review group analyzed the event. While
the modified Kepner Tregoe performed detailed engineering evaluation and analysis of failure
mechanisms, it was the independent onsite safety review group that actually identified the
apparent root causes for the failure of the diesel generator. The NRC inspector concluded the
level of effort applied was consistent with the root cause standard.

NRC inspectors reviewed the root cause analysis associated with deviation reports 91-566,91-567L

and 91-524 associated with core spray system 11 support damage. These deviation reports were i

ultimately-assigned root cause category A determination. Oyster Creek documented their
conclusions and evaluation in a position paper dated June 21,1991. Oyster Creek used this
position paper to document the cause determinations and implementation of the root cause

'

standard. NRC inspectors concluded that significant engineering effort was applied in evaluating
,

l the causes for core spray system 11 support damage. The cause was documented as deficiencies
associated with the core spray booster pump bypass check valve. Corrective actions were
implemented and subsequently tested to verify that water hammer had been eliminated. While
signincant effort was expended, the root cause methodology applied in the position paper was
not evident or documented. For this event, while the likely causes were identified, the root
cause standard was not implemented because the methodologies were not used.

|

The Oyster Creek root cause standard was still early in its stages of implementation. The ,

'

standard represents a sound approach to root cause analysis. The standard has resulted in
consistent assignment by management of the root cause determination method required. The root
cause analyses assigned category C and D efforts were appropriate. The root cause analyses

|
,
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assigned category A and B received significant engineering efforts; however, the root cause
standard was not fully implemented in all cases. Overall, the implementation of the mot cause
standard is considered a positive initiative.

,

6.4 Resolution of Core Spray System issues

NRC inspectors reviewed GPUN evaluation and corrective actions for three core spray system
issues. The Grst issue was the adequacy of the minimum flow rate to support extended operation4

of the core spray system on minimum recirculation flow (unresolved item 50 219/91-03-02 and
Bulletin 88 04) The second issue involved the design and operation of core spray minimum
flow valves during the design basis accident with the loss of offsite power (preliminary safety I

concern (PSC) 90-005). The third issue addressed GPUN's resolution of repeated core spray |
system 11 pipe support damage apparently caused by water hammer. Conference calls were !

'

conducted involving NRC resident inspectors, NRC Region I of6ce, NRC lleadquarters Nuclear
Reactor Regulation Ofnce and GPU Nuclear on June 11 and June 18, 1991. An additional
conference call was conducted between NRC Region I ofDee and GPU Nuclear on

,

June 19,1991. :

GPUN, in consultation with the manufacturer of the core spray system pumps, concluded that
operation of core spray system on minimum Dow during an accident should not exceed four
hours and that four hours of continuous operation on minimum now was acceptable as long as
vibrations do not exceed 0.55 inch per second. _ GPUN concluded that vibration measurement
was the aggregate indicator for reliable pump performance at low flow and that this measurement
captured concerns associated with hydraulic instability. Long term mechanical deterioration of
the pump bearings and mechanical seals was expected but pump failure was not. GPUN
historical vibration information, with the core spray pump on minimum flow, indicates a
maximum vibration for any pump of 0.54 inch per second. GPUN concluded, from historical i

data, there has been no deterioration in the performance of the core spray system pumps. This
data included about 10 hours of intermittent operation on minimum flow. GPUN concluded
from this historical performance there is reason to believe that an additional 10 hours of
intermittent operation can be tolerated without adversely affecting system reliability. GPUN

'

evaluation of pump performance at accident conditions concluded that net positive suction head
(NPSH) requirements are satisfied with margin and that the expected vibration levels during an
accident should not be significantly higher than those measured using cold water.

GPUN implemented procedure changes to Station Procedure 308, revision 42, " Emergency Core
Cooling System Operation." The objective of these procedure changes was to limit minimum
flow operation during accident conditions. Temporary change 6/21/91-9 was implemented on
June 21,1991, directing operators to establish system Dow using the test return valve if cycling
of the core spray parallel valves is required for more than two hours. NRC inspectors reviewed
temporary change 6/21/919 on June 22,1991, and verified that suf6cient guidance was given
to the operator to minimize core spray pump operation on minimum Dow, i

;
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The second issue, preliminary safety concern (PSC) 90-005 raised a concern with respect to ;

potential failure of the core spray system due to repeated momentum induced water hammer.
~

This concern was postulated due to core spray minimum flow valves, which are air operated,
failing in the open position on a loss of offsite power, intaxiucing the possibility of core spray
system piping drain down, and subsequent momentum induced water hammers by starting and
stopping the core spray system pumps in order to control reactor water level. GPUN evaluated ,

the effects of potential system drain down under this con 0guration and concluded that it would ,

not impact the safety function and operability of the core spray system.

During refueling outage 13R, GPUN added an alarm function to core spray systems I and 11 to
alert the operator upon loss of the keep-fill system or drain down of core spray system piping.
GPUN also implemented operational procedural changes to caution the operator that under these ;

conditions, the minimum now valves will fall to the open position, that cycling of the core spray
system pumps with the 611 system not in operation may cause system water hammer, and that
extended operation of the core spray system on minimum recirculation How may cause pump
damage. _ Specine guidance was prov!ded to the operators to remove any core spray pump from
service not required to ensure adequate core cooling. The procedures were changed to direct the
oirrator to conGrm the keep.611 system running, and if unable to make this confirmation, the
operator is directed to maintain the system full using the condensate transfer system if unable
to keep the system fuU of water using this method the operator is directed to start the core spay
main pump to keep the system full. These procedure changes were implemented to Station
Procedure 308, revision 42, " Emergency Core Cooling System Operation," using temporary
change No. 6/21/915 implemented on June 21,1991. NRC inspectors reviewed this temporary
change on June 22,1991, and verified that these additional precautions and instructions to the
operator to keep the system full were implemented,

in regard to the third issue, GPUN concluded that the cause of core spray system 11 pipe support
damage was a malfunctioning core spray booster pump bypass check valve causing momentum
induced water hammer (although air entrapment water hammer could not be eliminated). On
establishing How from core spray main pumps through the booster pump bypass check valve,
GpVN concluded that subsequent lowering of flow to m.inimum Cow concurrent with the bypass

'

check valve remaining open and subsequent start of the booster pump caused system water
hammer when the bypass check valve slammed closed. GPUN concluded the support damage .

- on system II, while requiring repair and actions to prevent recurrence, did not affect core spray
system operability. Repairs were performed on the core spray system 11 bypass check valve
consisting of removing a key 6xing the check valve to the valve stem and refurbishing the valve
disc backstop and packing gland area. Subsequent testing of core spray system 11 confirmed
proper operation of the bypass check valve and the elimination of this effect. NRC observation
of core spray system operation on June 12,1991, confirmed that upon core spray booster pump

; start with the bypass check valve closed, no signi0 cant pressure transient occurred to the system.

|

[
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GPUN evaluated core spray system I for a similar effect. liased on satisfactory results from
inspection of the core spray system I booster pump bypass check valve and the absence of any
water hammer effects on system I, GPUN concluded this problem does not exist in core spray-

system 1.

Overall, NitC inspectors concluded that GPUN actions to repair the core spray system 11 booster
pump bypass check valve, operational procedural changes to provide alternate methods for
keeping core spray systems filled upon loss of offsite power, and procedural changes providing
the operators with alternate methods to minimite core spray pump operation on minimum Cow 1

help ensure the operability and reliability of the core spray system during accident conditions.
Since long term corrective actions still needed to be implemented to address core spray system
minimum Cow questions, unresolved item 50 219/91-03 02 remains open. NitC inspectors
further concluded that long term corrective actions were needed to enhance core spray system
minimum now valve design to ensure minimum Gow valve functionality during accident
conditions.

6.5 GPUN Initiatives to Address Weak Supervision

An NRC Diagnostic Evaluation Team, conducted in November 1990, concluded that one of the
causes for a slow rate of performance improvement at Oyster Creek was weak supervision. NRC
inspectors evaluated current GPUN initiatives to address weak supervision, including a summary
of teamwork and leadership initiatives planned for 1991 and the status of GPUN initiatives to
formubtle and implement observation teams to instruct workers and supervisors. NRC inspectors
did not find in the summary of teamwork and leadership initiatives any speciGc items to address
weak supervision. In regard te observation teams, while some observation efforts have been
implemented in the area of radiological controls, the effort applied was not systematic and no
initiatives bave been implemented in other functional areas. Discussion with GPUN management .

confirmed that systematie implementation of the observation teams has not occurred. GPUN
management also Edicated that their specific initiatives to address weak supervision have not
been formulated. To date, resources have been focused 0.4 completion of the 13R outage and
returning the plant to service. NRC inspector review of the plan for excellence also did not find
any current initiatives to address weak supervision.

7.0 REVIEW OF PREVIOUS 13 OPENED ITEMS (92701,92702)

(Closed) Violation 50-219/90-06-01. This violation documented the failure to station a
continuous fire watch in the cable spreading room when the fire detection system was inoperable.
GPUN stated the cause of this occurrence was a lack of understanding by Operation Department
supervisory personnel on the implication of a trouble alarm on the control room fire panel.
Senior Operations Department management issued guidance to the supervisory personnel. The
guidance directed the Group Shift Supervisors (GSS) and Group Operating Supervisors (GOS)
to declare instrumentation and suppression systems inoperable when a trouble alarm has been
received on the control room fire panel.

. _ ___ _ _ ._ - - _ _ . __ . _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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!The NRC inspector reviewed GPUN's response and the summary of the event critique. GPUN's
respcmse adequately addressed the subject of the violation. Corrective actions identined in the
critique summary adequately address the broader issue of missing fire watch tours in general..

The NRC inspector reviewed the guldance provided to the USSs and GOSs in a memorandum
dated May 18,1990, from the Manager, Operations Support. The memorandum clearly denned !

the actions required when a trouble alarm has been received on the control room fire panel.
Additionally, guidance was provided to be sure maintenance has been started in a timely manner.
The NRC inspector interviewed a GSS to determine his knowledge of management's guidance.
The GSS was familiar with the event. He had adequate knowledge of the actions to take if a
detection system trouble alarm was received on the control room Ore panel. This item is closed.

(Closed) Vlohuinn 50 219/90MQ2. This violation involved not having the rod worth minimizer
(RWM) operable during a plant startup on February 15,1990. The plant technical specifications !
require that the RWM be operable during each reactor startup until reactor power reaches 10%

'

of rated power.

'In their response to the notice of violation,- the licensee indicated that immediately after
identincation of the condition, the RWM keylock switch was returned to the " normal" position.
The rod withdrawal sequence was reviewed to verify that rods were withdrawn in correct
sequence. The licensee performed a critique and made the critique report " required reading" for
appropriate operations personnel.

To prevent recurrence, procedure changes were made to require veri 0 cation of RWM keylock
switch position and a functional test of the RWM prior to each reactor startup. The inspector

- reviewed Procedure 201.1, revision 53, " Approach to Criticality," and verified these corrective
actions. This item is closed. >

{ Closed) Unresolved item 50-219/90-07-01. Inservice test results indicated that the test return
valve for core spray system 11 had stroke times that could result in exceeding the Appendix K
analysis assumption for establishing full core spray flow. This item was left open pending
compiman of the licensec's analysis to determine the effect of valve stroke time increase from
20 scecads to 23 seconds for the test return valve.

The inspector reviewed the licensee's analysis which concluded the increased valve closure time
of 23 seconds does not adversely affect the capability to obtain required core spray now within
the time assumed in the analysis. The inspector also noted that the valve closure time was
adjusted to close in 20 seconds as shown by the subsequent IST results (20.5 seconds was used
as IST criterion). The inspector concluded the system design flow requirement was met with the
current test valve closure time. This item is closed.
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8,0 INSPECTION 110011S SUA1M AlW

The inspection consisted of normal, backshift and deep backshift inspectiont 62 of the direct
inspection hours were performed during backshift periods, and 19 of these were deep backshift
hours.

9.0 EXIT MEETING AND UNitESOINED IT131S (40500,71707)

9,1 Preliminary inspection 11ndings

A verbal summary of preliminary findings was provided to the senior licensee management on 1

June 27,1991. During the inspection, licensec management was periodically notified of the
preliminary findings by the resident inspectors. No written inspection material was provided to
the licensee during the inspection. No proprietary information is included in this report.

9.2 Attendance at Management Meetings Condneted by Other NitC Inspectors ]

On May 23,1991, the resident inspectors attended the exit meeting for inspection $0 219/91 18.
At this meeting the lead inspector discussed preliminary nndings with senior OpVN management.

9.3 Unresolved items

Unresolved items are matters for which more information is required to ascertain whether they
are acceptable, violations or deviations. An unresolved item is discussed in paragraph 6.1 of this
report.
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